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1. Introduction
Nuntey (circumstantial) is one of the Korean clausal connectives whose function has been extensively researched in terms of its clause-combining role of
setting up the background.1 The background-setting function of nuntey is often
contrastively pitched, conveying counter-expectation or opposition as its concurrent messages (Choy, 1965; Chang, 1995; Kim, 1997; e.g., ‘It is still winter nuntey,
but flowers have blossomed.’). The background-setting established by nuntey is
grounded in the description it frames as ‘my-side-telling’ (Pomerantz, 1980; Park,
1999), which is geared to representing what the speaker has personally known,
experienced, or observed in his/her lifeworld in such a way that invokes vivid, situated details of the described event.2 Consider Extract (1); this conversation was
heard in the context in which the mother is asking a question of her son while
packing for him, who is expected to go back to the United States for his studies:
(1) [Overheard conversation: family talk]
1

Mother:

i

aftershave an

kacyeka?

this aftershave NEG take:CONN:go:IE

Aren’t you gonna take this aftershave?
→

2

Son:

(.)

eh kominha-koiss-nuntey, (.) kacyeka-lkkey.
DM mulling-PROG-CIRCUM

take:CONN:go-MOD:IE

Uh I’m mulling (over whether I should take it) nuntey, (.) I’ll take it.

In response to the mother’s question, the son produces the nuntey-clause as
a preface to his affirmative answer. Note that his nuntey-marked preface (‘I’m
mulling over whether I should take it’) indexes a private domain of his lifeworld,3
putatively revealing the nature of his self-indulgent act underway there. Furthermore, we find that, as a preface, it constitutes an account, orienting to the
mother’s question as a possible account-solicitation (Robinson & Bolden, 2010;
Raymond & Stivers, 2016), which makes him accountable for his nonchalant attitude towards preparing for his upcoming trip (also see Extracts (4), (5) and (6)).
By prefacing his affirmative answer with the self-revealing nuntey-clause, the son
formulates his response more accountably and with finer granularity (Schegloff,
2000), thereby strengthening the notion that he is making the decision on his
own, independent of the mother’s prompt (cf. Heritage & Raymond, 2005).
From the perspectives of conversation analysis (Sacks, Schegloff, & Jefferson,
1974; Sacks, 1992a, 1992b; Schegloff, 1996) and interactional linguistics (Selting
& Couper-Kuhlen, 2001), these interactional features of nuntey are further examined with reference to their sequential implicativeness. Focusing on the role of
nuntey-marked accounts produced in the ‘second position’ (e.g., in response to an
offer, request, question, etc.; cf. Antaki, 1994; Robinson, 2016), the ‘inter-clausal’
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relationships marked with nuntey are analysed in terms of the interactional practice of embodying the speaker’s self-indulgent orientation as a resource for mobilising the co-participant’s reciprocal membership orientation. On the basis of
examining naturally occurring interactions, it will be proposed that, in spite of its
ostensibly dispreferred, ‘expansion-relevant’ (Schegloff, 2007) features, the nuntey-marked account is deployed as a resource geared to managing solidary relationships among the participants. Cross-linguistic implications of the findings
will be noted with reference to the organisation of normative actions grounded
in the speaker’s self-indulgent orientation and the role of accounts in sustaining
relevance rules (Heritage, 1988, 2002), with systematic attention being paid to the
interactional tasks which nuntey is used to accomplish as an alternative to other
ways of formulating a comparable action (Drew, Walker, & Ogden, 2013).
The data analysed in this article include a set of audio-recorded face-to-face
conversations, which includes K and H, a conversation between two male friends,
After Dinner, a conversation between members of two couples, North Campus
Talk, a set of conversations between friends taking place at an outdoor campus
cafeteria, and TA Meeting, a set of loosely organised interactions at an informal
meeting among teaching assistants teaching Korean at a university in the United
States. Also included in the analysis are segments drawn from a collection of
overheard conversations jotted down immediately after their occurrences.4

2. Dispreferred response projecting escape trajectory
When the nuntey-clause is used as a second pair-part, it tends to be produced as a
dispreferred response (Park, 1999), normally formulated as a stand-alone nuntey,
i.e., without its main clause.5 Consider Extract (2), where the nuntey-clause is
produced as a response to an offer. In this example, K, who is visiting his friend
H, has been using a small paper box for an ashtray. At line 151, M, H’s mother,
addresses H, handing him an ashtray to be offered to K. At line 154, K incipiently
declines the incoming offer, producing a nuntey-clause invoking the presence of
a paper box that he has been using for an ashtray (‘I have one here nuntey (so
I’m good)’). At line 155, H re-issues the offer, using the imperative (‘Use this’). In
response, K retracts from his initial declination and accepts the offer by taking
the ashtray from him:
(2) [K & H]

151

M:

(M addresses H, her son, giving him an ashtray to be
offered to K, H’s friend. K was using a small paper box
for an ashtray.)
hocwun-a

Hojun-VOC

Hojun
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H:

yey
yes

Yes
153

M:

caytteli

← Offer

ashtray

Ashtray
→

154

K:

i

ke

-l-- yeki iss-nuntey.

← Incipient declination

this thing-ACC here exist-CIRCUM

this thing – I have one here nuntey.
155

H:

yeki-ta

hay

← Offer

here-LOC do:IMPER

Use this.
156

K

((K takes the ashtray from H.))

← Acceptance

Note that K’s turn at line 154 involves self-repair. His declination starts with
a deictically formulated noun phrase marked by the accusative marker (i-ke-l
‘this thing-ACC’), which projects as the next component a transitive verb such as
‘use’ (e.g., ‘(I can use) this thing’).6 The object noun phrase is cut off at the point
where the next verb component is due and replaced by an alternative formulation
involving the deictic place adverb yeki ‘here’ and the intransitive verb iss ‘exist’
(‘I have’), marked by nuntey (‘I have one here nuntey’). Note that, through the
self-repair, the speaker demotes his status in terms of ‘agency’, i.e., from being
an ‘agent’ actively manipulating the paper box as an ashtray (‘I can use this’) to
a more passive ‘observer’, who only notes its availability within his ‘domain’ (‘I
find this here’). This shift may be viewed as embodying K’s stance being shifted
towards acquiescing into H’s offer, leading to a mitigated form of declination or
resistance marked by nuntey.
K’s nuntey-framed declination, as a downgraded claim of self-sufficiency, projects an escape trajectory (Schegloff, 2007), through which his incipiently disaffiliative move is signalled to be ‘correctible’ or otherwise ‘alterable’, e.g., by way
of being leveraged into an acceptance of the offer (Heritage & Raymond, 2012).
The projected trajectory materialises as the host (H) seizes the opportunity by
treating the ending of K’s connective nuntey as a transition-relevant place (TRP)
and makes the offer (line 155). This offer, formulated with the imperative, takes
an upgraded form compared with the prior one that his mother made in a more
oblique way (line 153), in which only the offered item had been mentioned. In this
process, the nuntey-speaker (K) emerges as the ‘other-attentive beneficiary’ who
orients towards minimising the cost of burden on the part of the offering party
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(cf. Clayman & Heritage, 2014). The offer-maker (H), on his part, emerges as a
markedly other-attentive benefactor who reciprocates the recipient’s ‘demeaning’
act deferentially by increasing the force of the offer (cf. Goffman, 1967, p. 83).
It is to be noted that K’s nuntey-marked account is embedded in the sequential context in which H’s mother, as the source of the offer, addresses her son H
and mobilises him as the intermediary to implement the offering act (cf. Goffman, 1981). She does not engage K directly in offering the ashtray, and K, as the
prospective recipient of the offer, does not address H’s mother either. With this
sequential configuration, the participation framework is organised in such a way
that K is made somewhat distant from the other participants who are engaging
with each other for the moment, allowing him to formulate his claim of self-sufficiency as a form of ‘musing’ to be heard (but not necessarily taken up actively).
By way of being shaped by its self-indulgent character, such a nuntey-utterance
may not require a focally attentive audience, at least not on the record. Building
on Pomerantz’s (1980) notion of the ‘fishing device’, we may characterise the use
of the nuntey-clause in such a context as the ‘fishing to be fished’ practice (Kim
& Suh, 2015), with the speaker offering himself/herself to be fished by someone
who may come forward and can attend to his/her current concerns or needs.7
In this respect, K’s nuntey-clause displays features of a pro forma declination
or reasonable rejection (i.e., it is not to be taken seriously by the offer-maker),
which is further afforded contextually by the fact that the offered object (‘astray’)
is not yet available to K; it is not present at the time of the mother’s ‘first’ offer. As
Sacks notes, this situation makes the occurrence of a re-offer highly likely when
the offered object becomes available, which would then be more likely to be
embraced by the recipient (Sacks, 1992b, pp. 326–327).
Overall, we find in Extract (2) that the recipient of the offer, as the prospective
beneficiary, shows himself to be engaging in a properly demeaning act of doing
‘being self-sufficient’ in his own domain (cf. Sacks, 1984),8 without imposing a
burden on the offer-maker. The offer-maker, on his part, is given the opportunity
to upgrade his status as the benefactor by reciprocally ‘upping the ante’ in the
form of insisting on the offer, which is thus upgraded as a markedly deferential
act. In this respect, we can note that, in spite of its structural configuration that
suggests otherwise (i.e., projecting a dispreferred response), the sequence organised through the nuntey-clause is interactively formed as the context where the
participants can manage face and morality vis-à-vis each other in such a way that
they accomplish enhanced solidarity through upgraded accountability.
This pattern seems to be widely observed in offer-acceptance sequences in
Korean interactional scenes of ordinary conversation, where the nuntey-marked
account is often formulated as a pro forma non-compliance in response to an
offer, thereby enacting the context where the offering party can upgrade the offer
in response to the recipient who resists or declines it ‘at least once’ (Goffman,
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1967), a familiar theme often cited in cross-linguistic literature (Hatch, 1992, pp.
125–126). In this respect, we find that delay features can be built into not only
the design of rejecting actions (Heritage, 1988, p. 137), but also that of accepting
actions, to the effect that the participants are allowed the opportunity to display
or claim other-attentiveness semi-voluntarily and reciprocally (see Section 5).
Invoking the speaker’s territorial knowledge as a basis for projecting escape
trajectories is also observed in the context where it is produced as an incipiently
disaffiliative move adumbrating rejection in response to a request. Consider
Extract (3), a conversation taken from a TA (teaching assistant) meeting where
the participants are TAs teaching Korean at a university in the United States. At
lines 1–2, one of the TAs, Y, asks the TA coordinator, T, whether the answer key
for the lab teaching material is available; he does so obliquely by bringing up the
issue of whether he should cover the content of the lab worksheet. At lines 5–6,
T, after confirming the target of Y’s inquiry (‘Oh you mean the lab worksheet?’),
responds affirmatively, saying that the answer key is available. Formulated with
nuntey, however, T’s confirmation projects that a dispreferred response (i.e.,
non-granting of the request) is forthcoming (cf. Park, 1999). It is followed by
hitches in talk and overlaps (lines 7–10), with the delivery of the answer key not
being made in spite of its alleged availability:
(3) [TA meeting, T: TA coordinator; Y, H, & S: TAs]
1

Y:

ah cham onul
DM RM

lab worksheet-twu (.)

today lab worksheet-ADD

2

hay-cwu-eyatway-yo?

3

tap-i

do-give-should-POL

nawa-ss-eyo?

answer-NOM come:out-ANT-POL

← Oblique
request

Oh, by the way, are we supposed to cover the lab worksheet in class today as well? Is the answer key available?
4

5

→

T:

6

(.)

cham lab worksheet-i-yo?
RM

lab worksheet-COP-POL

ce tap-un

iss-nuntey,

DM answer-TOP exist-CIRCUM

Oh, you mean the lab worksheet? Well, the answer key is
available nuntey,
7

8

Y:

(2.0)

ce onul--[(
DM today

Well, today-

)

← Incipient
non-granting
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T:

[onul

today
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[ce we-- we--]
DM Mon- Mon-

Today, well, Mon- Mon-

→

10

Y:

11

T:

[(

-inka?)]
-DUB

]

welyoilnal, due-ketun--[due-ntey,
Monday

due-CORREL

← Self-repair

due-CIRCUM

Today, well, on Mon- Mon-, Monday it is due ketun- due
nuntey, [lines 9 & 11]
12

Y:

[>hanpen

po-ca.<]

one:time see-PROP

Let me have a look.
((Checks the schedule))

13
14

welyoilnal ha-ci-yo

← Withdrawal

Monday

of request

do-COMM-POL

kulem. ([

).

then

I’ll do it on Monday then.
15

T:

[tuli-lkkey-yo.

← Granting of

give:HONOR-MOD-POL
16

request

cikum tap
now

answer

I’ll give (it) to you. Now, the answer key.
17
18

H:

19

(2.2)

hangsang kim ywun-cay-ssi-nun cwunpi-ka
always

Kim Yun-Jae-Mr-TOP

tway[iss-e.

hangsang.

preparation-NOM

become:CONN:exist-IE always

Always Mr Kim Yun-Jae is ready, Always.
20

S:

[hhh

At line 11, after the overlap has been resolved, T says in the clear that it is
due on Monday, implying that the lab worksheet is to be covered in class not
‘today’ but on Monday. This utterance is initially marked by ketun (correlative), a
sentence-ending suffix (SES) used for formulating an account as the informing
of the ‘solution’ or ‘final verdict’ to the question that the hearer is inferentially
entertaining as a focal issue (cf. Park, 1998; Kim & Suh, 2010). Right before his
turn reaches a point of possible completion, T cuts off the utterance underway
and initiates self-repair (line 11), partially in overlap with Y’s move to check the
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teaching schedule prefaced by his self-directed remark (‘Let me have a look’).
Pre-framed by the English expression due, the correlative SES ketun is replaced
with the connective nuntey, indexing a more ‘tentative and retractable’ stance
(Kim & Suh, 2010, 2014). This marks the shift in T’s stance, i.e., from informing
(or ‘instructing’) Y about the schedule to follow, towards taking a more negotiatory stance suggesting that the incipient disaffiliation could be retracted and leveraged in favour of Y’s needs. The self-repair thus transforms the current course
of action by projecting an escape trajectory in which the possibility of granting
the request is back on the table. At lines 15–16, the projected escape trajectory of
action materialises as T disjunctively declares that he is ready to give the answer
key, providing copies to Y as well as to the other TAs. The disjunctive nature of
the granting of request (as a specially motivated ‘offer’, see below) is all the more
striking as this retracted action takes place after Y has withdrawn his request
(lines 13–14).
In terms of action formation, T’s self-repair from ketun to nuntey has a significant interactional import in terms of transforming the nature of the action being
implemented, i.e., from non-granting to possible granting (cf. Drew, Walker, &
Ogden, 2013). Furthermore, given that T’s granting of the request takes place
after Y withdraws his request, it gains the status of an ‘offer’, as a markedly generous one at that, putatively made for the benefit of Y. As a result, T’s benefactive
stance becomes acutely highlighted; T emerges as a markedly generous TA coordinator who attends to the needs of a fellow TA, even at the risk of bending the
rules and revoking his identity as the TA coordinator who should keep things in
control as dictated by the teaching schedule.9

3. Unsolicited accounting as normatively oriented practice
The nuntey-framed account is also used frequently in the context where speakers respond to the interlocutor’s query oriented to as an explicit or inexplicit
account-solicitation (see Extract (1)), which makes them accountable for their
prior action (Robinson & Bolden, 2010). Produced as a ‘defensively’ motivated
preface (cf. Antaki, 1994), it is geared to managing accountability of the action
implemented by the subsequent turn-constructional unit (TCU). Consider
Extract (4), where two female speakers are talking at a cafeteria:
(4) (Overheard conversation: cafeteria)
1

A:

ayki an

2

B:

way.

nakhosiph-e.

baby NEG give:birth:to:want-IE

I don’t want to have a baby.
Why?
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A:

ani kwuiyew-ntey::, nay il
NEG cute-CIRCUM

my
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hakosiph-e.

work do:want-IE

No/I mean they are cute nuntey::, I want to do my work (= I want to
pursue my career).

At line 1, A tells B that she does not want to have a baby. This is oriented to by B
as an accountable matter, as shown by the way she responds to A’s remark, i.e., by
asking a why-question, with which she explicitly solicits A’s account. In response,
A initially produces an unsolicited account formatted with a nuntey-preface (‘they
are cute nuntey’), which is prefaced by the negative particle ani (‘no/I mean’).
With ani, A shows, retrospectively, that her prior statement that she does not
want babies is not a matter to be accounted for (Kim, 2013, 2015, 2016), presumptively alerting B to the possibility that she actually shares with her the same
category-based knowledge in which the feature ‘being cute’ is bound to ‘babies’
(cf. Sacks, 1972). Framed by the nuntey-marked preface embodying A’s normative
orientation as such, her main explanation/account that follows (‘I want to do my
thing (= I want to pursue my career)’) is accountably mitigated in terms of its
face-threatening import by way of being formulated with finer granularity. As
in the case of the preceding extracts, we find the sense that the speaker orients
to managing her moral character with the nuntey-utterance, though in this case
it is deployed as part of a defensive mechanism (Maynard, 2013) addressing the
interlocutor’s account solicitation that inferentially targets her as a normatively
deviant person.
This pattern – (a) question (account-solicitation), (b) nuntey-preface (often
prefaced by ani), and (c) answer/account – is recurrently observed in the context
where the speaker manages accountability of his/her action and stance over the
course of responding to the other speaker’s query, which is oriented to as more
than a straightforward question (also see Extract (1), where the son was accountably responding to his mother’s ‘loaded’ question). Extract (5) is another case in
point:
(5) [Overheard conversation: family talk]
1

Husband:

kulayse an-o-lkkeya?

2

Wife:

ani ka-lkke-ntey::, ((frowning)) (.) nay-ka

so

NEG-come-MOD:IE

So you’re not coming (to the meeting)?
→

NEG go-MOD-CIRCUM

ha-l-il-i
3

eps-ulketkat-ase::.

do-ATTR-work-NOM not:exist-seem-CONN

I-NOM

No/I mean I’m going nuntey::, ((frowning)) (.) it doesn’t seem
that there’s much that I am expected to do (there).
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In the preceding context, the wife mentioned that she may not have much to
say in the upcoming meeting, which both of them were supposed to attend as
members of an academic association, thereby insinuating that she might not
come to the meeting. The husband’s question at line 1 (‘so you’re not coming?’),
in this respect, constitutes a query with which he makes her accountable for her
previously insinuated stance, i.e., by vicariously formulating her intention of not
wanting to come to the meeting. In response, the wife produces an ani-prefaced
nuntey-clause (‘No/I mean, I’m coming nuntey’), assuring her husband that she
is coming to the meeting, before reiterating her concern about her role in the
upcoming meeting (‘It doesn’t seem that there’s much that I am expected to do’).
While her use of the nuntey-preface is evidently expansion relevant, we find
that it is placed there as a resource for countervailing her husband’s implicit
account-solicitation, with which he obliquely ascribes to her the intention to
renege on her promise to come to the meeting together with him. Prefaced with
the nuntey-clause, her response that follows becomes more accountable with
respect to addressing her husband’s question as an implicit account-solicitation.
Also note in passing that, as the wife utters the nuntey-marked account, she was
observed to be frowning (line 2). This facial gesture further embodies her orientation that she is taking her husband’s question as a ‘loaded’ inquiry that makes
her ‘morally’ accountable by treating her prior remark in need of accounting.
The normative character of the nuntey-marked preface is also observed in the
way it is used defensively in response to a telling that does not make the speaker
accountable, at least not overtly. Consider Extract (6), which is drawn from a conversation among two couples (T & S and Y & R), with T and S hosting Y and R for
dinner. In this fragment, the participants are talking about an annual welcoming
party to be hosted by a Bible study group the next day for Korean graduate students and their families. At lines 1–4, R launches a story-telling by mentioning
her friend (referred to as ‘Jinhee’s mom’) who is said to have enjoyed plentiful
food at the welcoming party she attended years before.10 In overlap with R’s turn,
S, wife of T, claims her knowledge about the party by evaluating it positively, saying that she went to the party the previous time and found it ‘very nice’ (lines
5–6). At line 7, R continues her telling, quoting what her friend told her about the
party in the form of direct reported speech (lines 9–10) (‘Wow you can just eat it
all right here. Here you find everything you want (to eat)’), enacting a context in
which the referred-to person is indulging in the food offered at the party (cf. Holt,
2007). It is in response to this that S, after taking up R’s telling with brief laughter,
produces a nuntey-marked account, prefaced by ani (line 11):
(6) [After Dinner]
1

R:

ceki=
there

Well, (searching a word/projecting a telling)
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=ung

Yes

Yes.
3

4

R:

5

S:

(0.8)

cinhi

emma[-ka:, yeynnal-ey:, pap-twu]

Jinhee mom-NOM

old:day-LOC

[>na cepen-ey
I

6

food-ADD

ka-pwass-e

last:time-LOC go-see:ANT-IE

kwayngcanghi cyoha<
very

nice

].

I went there last time. It’s very nice.
7

R:

mek-kwu, mek-ul-ket-twu

manh-[kwu,

eat-CONN eat-ATTR-thing-ADD a:lot-ADD

Jinhi’s mom told me, she went to that party once, and she ate there and
found a lot of food to eat too. [lines 4 & 7]
8

S:

9

R:

[ung
Yes

Right.

10

>yeki-se ta

mek-umyen toy-ney, yeki-ka

here-LOC all eat-COND

nao(h)-[ney,<

OK-FR

ta

here-NOM all

come:out-FR

(She goes) wow you can just eat it all right here. Here you find
everything you want (to eat).
→

11

S:

12
13
14
15

((Mimicking voice))

[hh.h ani wuli-nun ka-lla-kulayss-nuntey:,
NEG we-TOP

(.)[nayil
R:

S:

kayney-tul-i

go-INTENT-do:that:ANT-CIRCUM
ku-ke-l

tomorrow that:person:side-PL-NOM that-thing-ACC

[(

)

nalcca-lul cenghay-pelye-kacikwu wuli-ka

enc--

date-ACC

when-

com

decide-AUX-CONN

kuleh-te-lakwu

we-NOM

a:little that-RETROS-QUOT

No/I mean we intended to go there (= Bible study welcoming party)
nuntey:, but they (= our classmates) had already decided to throw a
party (for T’s birthday) tomorrow, and we felt it sort of not right (to
ask them to change the date to some other time).

R’s enactment at lines 9–10 portrays her friend’s imagined reaction to the abundance of food as a ‘potentially tricky action’, which can be treated as improper
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and thereby tease-able (Holt, 2007, p. 80). This import of R’s telling as an oblique
tease seems to be registered by S’s laughter at line 11. Her laughter is, however,
cut short with an in-breath as she produces an ani-prefaced nuntey-clause, with
which she proceeds to talk about her own plan, shifting the key from being
‘appreciative’ of R’s telling towards ‘being accountably defensive’ for her not being
able to attend the party.11 That it is inserted in such a disjunctive and topically
disparate way suggests that S’s ani-prefaced nuntey-clause is designed as ‘out-ofplace’, whose import is to be understood as embodying the speaker’s orientation
towards addressing interactional concerns engendered by the larger sequence in
progress (rather than by the immediately surrounding talk) ‘as early as possible’
(Schegloff, 1996, p. 72).
Even though R does not seem to have signalled in any overt way that S’s account
is due, note that her ironically nuanced description of her friend’s reaction at the
party (where one finds plentiful food of so many varieties) is pitched in such a
way that the party is positively described, as collaboratively taken up as such by
S’s own positive assessment at lines 5–6 (‘I went there last time. It’s very nice’).
R’s telling thus serves to implicitly prioritise ‘going to the party’ over ‘not going’,
thereby making ‘not going to the party’ an accountable matter. S’s nuntey-marked
account, prefaced by ani, embodies her orientation to countervailing the import
of R’s telling and refuting any sense of rebuke inferentially imposed upon her by
the prior sequence of talk, i.e., with respect to the possibility of her not going
to the party.12 She invokes a ‘normative orientation’ that she would be naturally
inclined to attend the party (as any member would do), before providing a further account explaining why she would not be able to do so (lines 12–15) – her
classmates had decided to throw a birthday party for her husband (T) on the
same day13 and that she did not find it appropriate to ask her classmates to change
the date.14
Similarities between Extracts (4), (5), and (6) are striking. Throughout these
examples, the nuntey-marked account, prefaced by ani, offers a defensively
motivated normative basis on which the interlocutor is assured of the speaker’s
norm-abiding stance (as a co-member who finds babies cute in (4), who does
not renege on her promise in (5), and who does not mind going to a party where
food is plentiful in (6), just as any other members would do), in spite of preceding
circumstances or any aspect of the current context surrounding the conversation
that may suggest otherwise. These examples suggest that the nuntey-clause can be
resourcefully deployed as a preface which, formulated as ‘my-side-telling’, works
to ‘normalise’ the current course of action through proposing terms of normative knowledge. Embedded in the sequential position where speakers orient to
defending themselves against the other speaker’s action that may be viewed as
being account-solicitous in varying degrees of explicitness, it is deployed as part
of a defensive mechanism (cf. Maynard, 2013) geared to forestalling the nega-
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tive conclusions about their moral character (also see Extract (1)). As a preface
designed to mitigate or normalise the potentially deviant or face-threatening
import of the subsequent account, the nuntey-clause is formulated as a parenthetical whose occurrence is shown to have been sequentially prompted to reveal
an aspect of its speaker’s lifeworld as a member’s, which otherwise could have
remained a tacit and taken-for-granted matter (cf. Jefferson, 1985).
Note further that the defensively motivated normative character of the nuntey-preface is also observed in terms of prosody. In Extracts (4), (5), and (6), the
nuntey component is notably stretched with continuing (and slightly rising) intonation, with which the speaker accountably resists the other speaker’s inferential
move (see Section 5). In (4) and (5), this prosodic contour indexes the speaker’s
‘annoyance’, which is further highlighted by the speaker’s ‘frowning’ facial gesture
in (5). In (6), the nuntey-clause is characterised by an ‘upbeat’ overtone, produced
in a notably ‘brisk’ and ‘hurried’ manner. It embodies the speaker’s affiliative
stance towards the ‘positive’ (though ‘loaded’) upshot of the interlocutor’s prior
description, parenthetically displayed before it is leveraged into a disaffiliative
account (Heritage & Raymond, 2012). These prosodic features lend themselves
as clues indexing the speaker’s orientation towards managing his/her face and
identity as a normatively compliant member.
Overall, as in the case where the nuntey-marked account is produced in
response to an offer or a request, we find that the nuntey-marked preface works to
leverage the current course of action in a way that, eventually, affiliation with the
other party as a co-member is negotiated and intersubjectively upgraded by virtue of speakers’ ‘my-side-telling’ (or ‘my-side-revealing’) practice. While the nuntey-marked preface stalls the progression of talk by delaying the production of
the next ‘main’ component of the action sequence, e.g., an answer to the question
(as in (1) and (4)) or a discursive account central to the speaker’s project (as in (5)
and (6)), its placement is defensively motivated, invoking a domain of the speaker’s personal world that indexes normativity ascribed to him/her as a co-member vis-à-vis the recipient. It is in the service of mitigating the face-threatening
import of the upcoming action, which is accountably framed by a display of the
speaker’s normative orientations to be variously retracted, revised, or otherwise
flouted.15

4. Orienting to the speaker’s self-revelation
The participants’ orientation to the task of managing solidary relationships among
themselves interacting as co-members is also displayed in the way in which the
recipient orients to the nuntey-marked account as embodying the speaker’s epistemic supremacy and deeply committed stance whose import is not to be undercut by the interlocutor. Consider Extract (7); this conversation shows a context
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where Y, after finding a note left on the windshield of his car with the message
‘go back home and have dinner’ the previous day, is asking S and her husband T
whether they are the ones who left the note (lines 2–3):
(7) [North campus talk]
1

2

Y:

3

(2.2)
ecey

cip-ey

ka-l-ttay

cey cha-eytaka

yesterday home-DIR go-ATTR-time my

ccokci puwchenoh-ko ka-si-ess-ci-yo.
note

attach-CONN

car-LOC

go-HONOR-ANT-COMM-POL

You put a note on my car yesterday when you went back home, didn’t
you?
4

S:

ani-yo,

5

T:

[ani-yo,

6

Y:

[ani-e[yo?

7

T:

NEG-POL

No
NEG-POL

No
NEG:COP-POL

It wasn’t you?
→

[wuli ecey
we

hakkyo an

o-ass-nuntey,

yesterday school NEG come-ANT-CIRCUM

We didn’t come to school yesterday nuntey,
8

Y:

nwu-ka

pwuchenoh-ko ka-ss-ci?

who-NOM attach-CONN

go-ANT-JUDG

Who left the note, I wonder?

With his topic-initially produced question at lines 2–3, Y embarks on his search
for the person or party who pulled the prank the previous day. Note that his
question is constructed as a confirmation-requesting question involving the
committal -ci, embodying his claim of epistemic confidence (Lee, 1999a). As it is
disaffirmed by S and T, Y asks for reconfirmation with a questioning repeat (line
6). This is overlapped by T’s nuntey-clause at line 7, with which he produces an
account, telling Y that they did not come to school the previous day. This remark
serves as a circumstantial ‘alibi’ allegedly proving their non-involvement in the
prank at issue, suggesting Y’s suspicion is misguided.
Note that T’s nuntey-marked account, in which he accounts for himself in the
face of Y’s oblique accusation, prompts Y to terminate his suspicion of T and S as
possible culprits and to look elsewhere to search for a new target (line 8). Implemented as a self-revealing act, it indexes T’s epistemic authority and mobilises Y’s
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affiliation as a trusted member in co-constructing a context in which their solidary relationship stays uncompromised. That T and S are exonerated right away
(cf. Antaki, 1994) suggests that Y is keenly orienting towards not undercutting
T’s commitment indexed through his nuntey-marked self-revelation (cf. Sacks,
1992a, p. 25).
As it turns out, T’s account is revealed to have been a lie, as he confesses later in
the subsequent context (not shown in the data) that he and his wife are actually
the ones who put the note on Y’s car. This would be a case in which the feature
of the nuntey-clause projecting an escape trajectory is pushed to the limit and
exploited by the speaker for delaying the ‘got you’ moment for enhancing cathartic effects in the context of organising a sequence of camaraderie-based teasing
activities.16
These observations suggest that the nuntey-mediated practice of my-side-telling, organised as a normatively implicative self-revealing or self-indulgent act,
piggybacks upon the shared normative orientations and trust in the hearer’s
reciprocal co-orientation for its successful operation. It solicits responsive uptake
in a recipient-designed (or sometimes recipient-controlling) way, i.e., by way of
prompting the other party to display relevantly ‘reciprocal’ other-attentive orientations to the speaker’s self-revealing act.

5. Discussion
In this section, some of the implications of the observations made in the preceding sections are discussed, with special reference to the compositional, sequential,
and prosodic features of the nuntey-clause.
First, the nuntey-speaker’s ‘my-side-revealing’ practice occasions the delineation of the self–other territorial boundaries, which seems to derive from the
territory-marking function of nuntey (Lee, 1999b). It contributes to establishing
the context in which various other-attentive actions can be implemented in a way
that is envisaged from the speaker’s side of the world being juxtaposed with that
of the hearer. By allowing the hearer to get a glimpse of what is going on in his/her
personal world, the nuntey-speaker organises his/her actions as ‘inter-territorial’
activities through which they exploit the invoked interpersonal ‘space’ for various
interactional agendas and purposes. For instance, prefacing a sequence-initiating action, such as an invitation or a request (cf. Lee, 1980; Jeon & Nam, 2005),
the nuntey-marked preface orients the hearer to the relevance of what has been
revealed about the nuntey-speaker’s lifeworld to the way his/her responsive
uptake is going to be organised (e.g., ‘John and I are now going out to eat lunch
nuntey, would you like to join us?’). The frequent occurrence of the nuntey-clause
as a question-preface in various institutional settings, i.e., as a statement prefatory
to the interviewer’s question, seems to draw from this interactional feature of
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nuntey. In a similar vein, speakers may mark their self-identification with nuntey
in the opening phase of a telephone conversation such that the other party would
be properly positioned as the responding party (e.g., ‘It’s me nuntey, and I’ve just
called to ask you about …’).
In the context of showing disagreement or producing a denial in response to a
prior action, the speaker may use nuntey for countering the other speaker’s prior
action by asserting his/her own version of social reality distinct from, or exogenous to, the other’s, whose intention may be ironicised in various ways (Pollner, 1974) – e.g., A: ‘Did you come here to take my clothes?’ B: ‘No nuntey, I’ve
come to take mine nuntey, (On what grounds are you attributing that intention
to me?)’. When deployed in the second position as a response to the other speaker’s prior action (e.g., a request for a ride), the nuntey-marked probe indexes the
speaker’s other-attentive considerations by way of conveying the sense that he/
she is enquiring into the other speaker’s territorial domain in pursuit of material
conducive to subsequent granting of the request (Clayman, 2002, p. 240) – e.g.,
‘What time is your flight tomorrow nuntey? (I may be able to give you a ride to the
airport, contingent upon the departure time)’. These contexts show a wide range
of ways in which nuntey’s use is intertwined with the organisation of normative
knowledge that links the ‘self ’ with the ‘other’, serving as its underlying operational basis.
Second, the nuntey clause is produced with a wide range of prosodic configurations. As shown in (4), (5), and (6), as well as in (1), the nuntey-marked preface
deployed in response to a sequence-initiating action tends to be produced in a
slightly rising intonation. Likewise, in (3), where it is produced as an incipient
rejection of a request, it is formulated in a slightly rising intonation. In contrast, in contexts where nuntey frames an incipient declination in response to
an offer, as in (2), it is produced in falling intonation, sometimes with a fall-rise
configuration at the ending. These preliminary observations suggest that the
nuntey-marked account formulated in slightly rising or continuing intonation
tends to be followed by further action on the part of the nuntey-speaker, with
the nuntey-clause thereby being formulated as a form of ‘preface’, either prospectively (as in (1), (4), (5), and (6)) or retrospectively (as in (3)). The stand-alone
nuntey-clause with falling intonation is likely to index a ‘passive’ resistance to the
prior action in a way that allows the other speaker to take the initiative in organising the sequence, as in (2). The picture becomes more complicated, however, as
there are contexts in which the stand-alone nuntey-clause is produced in rising
intonation (see Extract (7)), where speakers use the stand-alone nuntey-clause
claiming their epistemic supremacy in prompting the other speaker to alter or
abort the course of talk being initiated by the latter as the primary speaker. As
illustrated in (7), we find in such a context that the nuntey-speaker, while allowing
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the other speaker to have the leverage to organise the subsequent talk, prompts
the latter to alter the course of action based on the terms that he/she has proposed
in the nuntey-marked account, e.g., with his/her counter-informing that holds
the other speaker accountable for an error or incongruity being noted thereby
(Kim & Suh, 2015; Lee, 2016).17
Third, across many contexts, the nuntey-marked account projects escape trajectories, offering itself as material to be variously corrected, retracted, or flouted.
This would be attributed to the self-indulgency indexed by the way it is formulated as my-side-telling, which could be described as an overstatement designedly formulated to be retracted in the context of the speaker engaging in what
Goffman (1971, p. 113) calls ‘overplay’ (Mori, 1999; Couper-Kuhlen & Thompson, 2005). In some contexts, we even find that the nuntey-marked account is
formulated as what may be called a ‘self-imposed’ correction-invitation device (cf.
Sacks, 1992a, pp. 21–25), designed to generate a sequence in which the hearer is
implicated as the party to co-leverage the current course of action. This practice
furnishes the speaker with a basis for managing accountability and intersubjective understanding while invoking an alternative class of referents or actions on
his or her own terms. This pattern is widely observed in ordinary conversations
and institutional settings in Korean interactional scenes, where the speaker projects an action whose deviant nature vis-à-vis the alternative normative course of
event is foreshown by the nuntey-marked preface expressing the speaker’s (often
pro forma) conundrum, as illustrated in Extracts (1), (3), (4), (5), and (6). For
instance, it is a well-known fact that sales staff, in response to the customer’s
request for a discount, frequently engage in the practice of metapragmatically
framing their offer of a discount with a nuntey-marked preface formulated as a
‘disclaimer’ preface (cf. Hewitt & Stokes, 1975) indexing pro forma non-compliance, such as ‘I shouldn’t be doing this nuntey, but I’ll give you a discount’. As the
sales staff acquiesces to the customer’s request and offers a discount, he portrays
himself as a ‘markedly benefactive’ and customer-friendly merchant who orients
to benefiting the customer at the risk of revoking his institutional identity as a
merchant working in the context of a service encounter (cf. Extract (3)).
From a comparative perspective, the practice involving the nuntey-utterance
is reminiscent of parallel practices discussed by Stokoe and Edwards (2008)
and Heritage (2002). Stokoe and Edwards (2008) analyse ‘silly questions’ prefaces in police–suspect interactions (e.g., ‘might sound a bit silly’), which has a
significant sequential import of soliciting crucial information from the suspect
through invoking informality and camaraderie. They note that this is consonant
with Heritage’s (2002) observation made in the context of health visitor–patient
interactions, where people in institutional roles were observed to ‘distance themselves from the question that may seem particularly bureaucratic’. The partici-
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pants’ orientation against ‘institution’ in such a context is embodied through such
utterances as ‘I don’t know why they want to know’, with which they display orientations towards not having camaraderie established with their customer compromised by work of bureaucratic character. Similarity with the nuntey-marked
accounts can be noted in that the speaker designedly ‘breaches’ a normative
expectation embodied by his incipiently displayed stance (cf. Edwards, 1994)
with a view to negotiating camaraderie with the interlocutor (cf. Extract (3)).
Fourth, one of the implications of the findings of the present article can be
framed in terms of the role of accounts in sustaining the relevance rule, i.e., as
observed in the way the first pair part ‘relevances’ the second pair part. The nuntey-clause we examined in the preceding extracts is positioned after the first-pair
part as material that delays the progression of talk by delaying or withholding the
production of the second-pair-part action. The placement of the nuntey-clause in
that position may be expansion relevant, but is so in a way that elicits an upgraded
action that eventually contributes to enhancing solidarity among the participants
(cf. Clayman, 2002; Lerner, 2013). It serves to further upgrade accountability
of the current course of events and shapes empirically robust grounds for finer
granularity. While the incipient disaffiliation conveyed by the nuntey-marked
account may be varyingly substantial or pro forma in its character, we find across
many contexts that it is projected to be leverageable into an affiliative action in a
way that is finely attuned to the interlocutor’s co-constructional, reciprocal, and
upgraded uptake. What is crucially implicated in this leveraging process is the
role of the other party as the consociate who (even as an overhearer) is invited to
exercise his/her competence as the co-member in co-constructing the leveraged
action, i.e., by way of orienting to the ‘(often designedly) dispreferred’ nature
of the nuntey-marked action as grounds for negotiating deeper intersubjective
understanding, enhanced solidarity, and stronger moral character. The resulting
sequence, viewed retroactively, is organised in such a way that solidarity among
the participants is accomplished in a more ‘dramatic’ or ‘come-from-behind’
fashion than would have been the case in an alternative sequence neatly completed with a preferred response format.
The use of the nuntey-clause as an ‘account’ furnishes the context in which we
can examine the sequential implicativeness that the use of nuntey has for managing accountability and morality through the structural exploitation of a dispreferred format. The consideration of the sequence-organisational role of the
nuntey-marked account, in this respect, has implications for investigating its
rule-sustaining import in the context of being sequentially constrained by the
relevance rule organising the paired actions through the structure of adjacency
pairs (Heritage, 1988). With respect to the rule-sustaining role of accounts in
English conversation, Heritage observes the following:
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Thus at the deepest level of cognitive and social organization, the role of
accounts is intrinsically bound up with the maintenance of the methods
informing social cognition and the social organization of action. Accounts
function to ‘repair’ the ubiquitous relevance of rules of conduct by protecting them from ‘entropic’ process of attrition that could otherwise arise
from the incidence of non-compliant actions. Ordinary explanations of
action, no matter how trivial and apparently inconsequential, thus play
a crucial role in maintaining the foundations of social organization itself.
(Heritage, 1988, pp. 140–141)
In this vein, the sequential distribution and interactional import of the nuntey-marked account suggest that the role of accounts may be located in ‘loosening the relevance of rules’ as a methodical way of furnishing the participants
with the opportunity to strengthen solidarity. Viewed from this perspective, an
incipient display of non-compliance, indexed by nuntey, could be analysed as a
built-in methodical feature that is designedly constructed to avoid the preferred
response format, which, though smooth and quick in the way action sequences
are structurally organised, may be perceived as somewhat too ‘benign’ when it
comes to managing the participants’ face and moral character accountably. The
nuntey-marked account as a ‘dispreferred’ response, then, can be re-analysed as a
form of ‘sequential booster’ (cf. Heritage & Raymond, 2012), which is deployed
as an interactional resource for bringing off a sequence of action to completion
as a joint accomplishment by way of preparing the stage on which actions can
be organised on the basis of deeper intersubjective understandings. ‘Designedly’
offered as material to be retracted, contingent upon the hearer’s reciprocal uptake,
the nuntey-marked account serves as an interactional fuel for leveraging actions
with upgraded accountability, finer granularity, and enhanced solidarity, offering
itself as an inference-rich moral device with which the participants can normatively negotiate their face, identity, and morality as co-members (cf. Stivers, Mondada, & Steensig, 2011).

6. Conclusion
The foregoing discussion indicates that, while in previous studies nuntey has often
been analysed from a cognitive perspective in terms of static figure–ground relationships identified at the sentential level (Chang, 1995), the functions of nuntey
can be better described in terms of a process in which the material it frames provides a basis for leveraging the accountability of a given action, current or projected. Rich interactional details motivating the use of nuntey and the sequential
implicativeness it brings about can be grasped from an interactional perspective,
i.e., by attending to the dynamic, moment-by-moment process through which
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nuntey’s use is sequentially occasioned in naturally occurring discourse. In terms
of sequence organisation, the nuntey-clause offers itself as material to be consumed to ‘fuel the sequence forward’, as the current action is leveraged into one
through which the participants’ face, moral character, and solidary union can be
accountably supported and strengthened.
The nuntey-clause indexes ‘another domain’ intrinsic to the speaker’s lifeworld
not being oriented to by the other speaker at the current moment, a territorial
domain in which the speaker’s self-indulgent act is shown to be embedded (see
note 3). In the context where nuntey frames an account, this indexical feature
seems to orient the hearer to the ‘domain discrepancy’ (Lee, 1999b; Jefferson,
2004; Smith, 2013) over the course of managing the ‘loose’ fit that the account
has to the circumstances being depicted (Heritage, 1987, p. 249). In this sense,
the nuntey-clause embodies its speaker’s strong commitment to, or self-centred
indulgence in, the designated domain as a territory about which he or she can
claim epistemic authority, or assume shared knowledge, with the other party
being positioned as a co-member to affiliate with it. This seems to warrant the
nuntey-speaker’s practice of invoking a scene, category, or identity not germane
to the current interactional domain as a relevant feature to be brought to bear
upon it vis-à-vis what is going on there.
In terms of turn design, the nuntey-clause, as a TCU, is highly equivocal in
terms of the turn endings it projects (Lee, 1994; Kim & Suh, 2010), sometimes to
the point of conveying the sense that the participants are colluding in a way that
they entertain an anticipated (but fictional) obstacle ahead and going about doing
‘being vague’ about their stance (Sidnell, 2010, p. 17). Given the preceding analysis,
we can account for this in terms of a negotiatory process in which the interlocutor
is implicated as a co-member to make the current course of action normatively
‘accountable’ on the basis of active inferential uptake and shared membership
knowledge. Park’s (1999) observation that nuntey marks an “accountability-relevance place”, in this sense, can be further elaborated in terms of the process of
mobilising the interlocutor as a co-member, or even as a consociate; the hearer is
invited to bear the burden of turn-construction together with the nuntey-speaker
in co-leveraging the current course of action within the terms that the latter has
proposed ostensibly on the basis of his/her epistemic supremacy or membership
knowledge.
Notice, in this respect, that the nuntey-clause often embodies the speaker’s
self-reflective stance, often hearable as not focally directed to the addressee (see
note 7). As a result, the other party may be mobilised as a side participant (or
even as an overhearer), rather than as a ratified hearer (Goffman, 1981), so different types or degrees of interlocutor involvement may be solicited across its clausal
boundaries, occasioned by the inter-clausal footing shift made across the speak-
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er’s lifeworld domain and the current context of interaction (Kim & Suh, 2015).18
Formulated as the speaker’s self-indulgent act oriented to by the hearer as something not to be undercut, the nuntey-clause warrants the speaker a brief ‘stint’
away from the exigencies of the current interaction.19 The action-formational
import of nuntey, in this respect, needs to be further investigated with regards
to how it broadens the scope of transformable potential of the turn constructed
out of the nuntey-clause meta-discursively (cf. Tanaka, 1999, 2000). Indeed, what
is distinctive about nuntey as a connective seems to be that it is a unit whose
major locus of relevance is found in the way an ‘inter-lifeworld-domain’ shift in
footing and key (Goffman, 1981; Hymes, 1974) is made ‘in passing’, as the speaker
appeals to members’ normative knowledge and experience over the course of
addressing various sequentially engendered interactional contingencies in pursuit of solidarity.
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Notes

1.

As previous studies addressing various semantic and pragmatic features
of nuntey suggest, nuntey is used for marking an incredibly wide array of
inter-utterance relationships. The wide range of utterance relations nuntey
marks makes it hard to find an equivalent expression in English. While nuntey can be roughly translated as ‘and (then)’, ‘so (then)’, ‘but (then)’, ‘even
if ’, ‘given that’, ‘while’, etc., there is considerable ‘grey’ ground that cannot be
adequately covered by looking at the nuntey-mediated clausal relationships
from semantic or cognitive perspectives alone. In many respects, nuntey is
known to be comparable to Japanese kedo (Park, 1999).
2. Nuntey is distinct from other connectives comparable to it (e.g., -ciman ‘but’)
in its distinctive capacity to ‘import’ the situated character of the reported
event as observed or experienced by the speaker (cf. Goodwin, 2003). The
association of nuntey with the speaker’s practice of invoking a scene from
his/her lifeworld domain was alluded to in prior studies of nuntey in terms
of the function of expressing progressivity (Park & Pak, 1979) or presenting
a situation or fact (Kim, 1981; Lee, 1994; Suh, 1994).
3. Nuntey is morphologically composed of the attributive -(nu)n and -tey,
which Lee (1999b) analyses as having grammaticalised from the place noun
-tey ‘place’. The distinctive property of nuntey that often sensationalises the
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situational aspects of the described event or state of affairs as a personally
experienced one is ascribed, at least in part, to the attributive -(nu)n, which
conveys the sense of progressivity of the event being described (Park, 1964;
Kim, 1981). The attributive -(nu)n can be combined with aspectual markers
such as -te (retrospective ‘I’ve experienced in person’) or -(u)lthey (suppositive ‘I figure/am afraid something would be/have been the case’). The combinatorial potential of nuntey to be infused with aspectual/modal particles
points to nuntey’s interactional (or procedural) meaning invoking the sense
of progressivity. Furthermore, the sense that the nuntey-marked description indexes the speaker’s territory of knowledge or experience seems to be
attributed to the presence of -tey, which, as a form assumed to have been
grammaticalised from the place noun tey (Lee, 1999b; Kim, 2009), indexes
a ‘territorial domain’.
4. The limited value of overheard utterances or conversations as data is
acknowledged, in the sense that they are stripped of many of their contextual details and that their collection already assumes an ‘analysis’ (Heritage,
1988). Indeed, the instances of overheard conversations introduced in this
article were collected in the first place by virtue of their observed relevance
to the researcher’s analytic interest. They are used for establishing the orientational context for subsequent analysis or as a basis for formulating a preliminary observation further supporting the claim made in the article (see
Extracts (1), (4), and (5)).
5. As Lee (1999b) observes, without its main clause, nuntey leads the recipient
to look for an unrealised message and infer the relevance of what is said
with nuntey. In the same vein, Park (1999) observes that, in ordinary conversations, the stand-alone nuntey-clause, often produced as a dispreferred
action, can frame interactionally delicate actions such as requests, disagreements, declination, or denial and allow speakers to avoid explicitly stating
their intentions (cf. Lee, 1994). This practice furnishes the speaker with the
means of implementing actions ‘indirectly’ and in a ‘polite’ manner by not
imposing on the hearer (cf. Walker & Drew, 2011).
6. Typologically, Korean is an SOV word-order language, in which canonically
the object noun is followed by the transitive verb.
7. The nuntey-speaker’s self-indulgent orientation seems to be displayed in its
starkest form in the context where the speaker makes an affectively loaded
evaluation in reaction to some aspect of the current interaction. Consider
the utterance in the following example, which was blurted out by a woman
who has just missed the train, for which the operational time interval is
rather long:
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[Overheard Utterance: Train Station Platform]
1
2

Woman:

i-ke

tha-myen

han cengkecang-man

this-thing get:on-COND one station-only

ka-myen toy-nuntey. (.) eyi
go-COND OK-CIRCUM

EXCL

If I had taken this train, it would’ve been only one stop from here,
damn!

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

The utterance, not addressed to any specific person, is hearable to those
around her on the platform, whose empathy is ‘fished’ for the speaker’s situation revealed as the object to be attended to.
K’s initial declination of the offer obliquely indexing ‘other-attentiveness’ as
such is grounded in his ostensibly ‘self-indulgent’ act of using whatever is
available in his surroundings for an ashtray. Note, in this respect, that K’s
claim of self-sufficiency, due to its non-conventional nature (i.e., using a
paper box for an ashtray), could be perceived as a ‘correction-invitational’
conduct (cf. Sacks, 1992a) that is easily correctible by the insistent offer
organised as a deferential act that proposes a more conventional practice of
using an ashtray.
Here we can note that T is negotiating camaraderie with Y by way of ‘distancing’ himself from the exigencies associated with his institutional identity
as a TA coordinator (see Section 5). The ‘markedness’ in benefactive stance
displayed by T’s action is demonstrably oriented to by another TA, H, who, at
lines 18–19, compliments T for his readiness as embodying his generic trait
(Kim, 2007), using the extreme case formulation ‘always’ (‘Always Mr Kim
Yun-Jae is ready, Always’; Pomerantz, 1986).
T suggested in the preceding context (not shown in the data) that R should
consider going to the party because she is likely to run into a number of people she already knows. It is in response to this suggestion that R initiates her
telling, possibly as an oblique rejection or riposte, reporting what one of her
friends who had been at the party told her.
Notice that S’s nuntey-clause involves an expression that has the property of
‘first verbs’, projecting an account of her failure to attend the party (ka-lla-kulayss-nuntey ‘intended to go nuntey … but couldn’t’; Sacks, 1992b, pp. 181–
182).
Given these observations, we find that S is not going along with R’s teasing of
her friend or any ‘negative’ implications it may be taken as suggesting about
the nature of the party. This seems to have been adumbrated by the shift in
key (Hymes, 1974) observed at line 11, where S’s laughter, as a brief responsive uptake of R’s telling as a potential tease, is curtailed disjunctively as she
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proceeds to provide the nuntey-marked unsolicited account (Robinson &
Bolden, 2010). In this sense, we can say that S, with her nuntey-clause, is
in a way ‘playing dumb’ (Sacks, 1992a, p. 163) towards R’s line of talk being
organised as a ‘teasing’, sustaining her positive evaluative stance that she
has developed in the preceding context (see line 5) in competition with R’s
implicitly critical stance (cf. Sacks, 1992b, pp. 348–353). This nuntey-mediated practice furnishes S with a normative basis for bringing the relevance of
R’s prior telling to bear upon her own situation.
S and T are graduate students studying in the same department.
This account is based on a prior telling found further back in the preceding
context. Formulated in a highly allusive way, i.e., through the use of numerous indexical expressions (kayney ‘they’, ku-ke ‘that thing’, kuleh ‘like that’,
etc.), it is presented as something that the hearer can retrieve from the shared
understanding (cf. Jucker, Smith, & Lüdge, 2003).
This pattern is observed generally in the context where the speaker, by using
nuntey, attempts to mitigate the dispreferred nature of his/her subsequent
response (e.g., ‘Yes that’s true nuntey, but at the moment I don’t think that’s
the case’; cf. Pomerantz, 1984). In this case, the speaker’s normative orientation towards sustaining solidarity with the interlocutor is displayed as a
‘face-affirming’ move in the form of acknowledging the validity of the other
party’s perspective (again, as a co-member) and thus ‘counter-balancing’ the
ensuing ‘face-threatening’ disaffiliative action (Clayman, 2002, p. 235), with
the interactional import of pre-empting flat-out disagreement or disaffiliation (Heritage & Clayman, 2012). The tendency to mitigate a dispreferred
response or a defensively motivated account with the nuntey-marked preface seems to be sustained in the use of the nuntey-based discourse marker
ku(le)ntey ‘yes, but’ (‘like that + nuntey’; cf. Heinemann 2009), which can be
analysed as a form specialised for marking pro forma affiliations (e.g., token
agreements) designedly formulated to be leveraged rather freely into a whole
array of disaffiliation/disagreement/more elaborative telling grounded in the
speaker’s own terms and agendas (Kim & Suh, 2014).
This suggests that the nuntey-marked ‘my-side-telling’ account can be variously ‘exploited’ as a device for social control (cf. Drew, 1987).
In the case of the stand-alone nuntey-clause used in the ‘second’ position,
we find that the higher the pitch-level of the nuntey-clause at the ending
is, the higher the degree of adversarialness is in the way the terms of the
current course of action are resisted and challenged. For instance, a distinctively high-rising intonation on the last syllable -tey tends to embody the
speaker’s attempt to ‘up the ante’ and increase the adversarialness of his/her
counter-informing being formulated as a challenge. By contrast, a falling
intonation or a more continuatively rising intonation accompanied by sound
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stretch of the final syllable tey is observed when the speaker formulates his/
her counter-informing in the form of doing ‘reminding’ or ‘pleading’ (cf.
Kim & Suh, 2015). Evidently, more research would be necessary to test and
ground these observations on a more empirically sound footing.
18. It is notable that the nuntey-marked actions of face-threatening imports,
such as directive-giving, are often formulated as a ‘noticing’, through which
the other’s attention is directed to an object or action the speaker has noticed
first (i.e., within his/her lifeworld domain). Not surprisingly, the use of such
a ‘mitigated’ directive, marked with nuntey, is frequently observed in the
context where strangers interact with each other (e.g., ‘Excuse me, you’ve
dropped your scarf nuntey’).
19. In this respect, that nuntey-mediated ‘distancing’ practice may be compared
to ‘body torque’ (Schegloff, 1998) observed at the gestural level of action
organisation, which entails the act of ‘returning to the home position’ in the
not-so-distant future. The use of the nuntey-utterance, in a similar way, is
in need of retraction such that the speaker is to be guided back to the home
position of the current domain of interaction after briefly stinting in his/her
territorial domain in a ‘torqued position’, occasioned by nuntey. The leveraging of the current action occasioned by the nuntey-clause, then, can be
described as the process in which the hearer is implicated as the consociate
to guide the nuntey-speaker back from the ‘torqued position’, where he/she
has been momentarily engaged in a self-indulgent act, and thereby to normalise the situation (Garfinkel, 1967) that had been temporarily disturbed
by the ‘scenic’ material imported from the speaker’s lifeworld domain (cf.
Goodwin, 2003).
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Appendix
I have used transcription conventions developed by conversation analysts with
some modifications (Sacks, Schegloff, & Jefferson, 1974; Atkinson & Heritage,
1984):
[ ]

Simultaneous utterances

.

Falling intonation

=

Contiguous utterances

,

Slightly rising intonation

?

Rising intonation

//

Interruption

(0.0)

Intervals between utterances

--

Cut-offs

(.)

Micro-pause

:

Sound stretch

( )

Words unclear

(( ))

Transcriber’s remarks

hhh

Audible aspirations

.hh

Audible inhalations

Underlining

Emphasis
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For morpheme-by-morpheme glossing, the following abbreviations are used
(Lee 1991):
ACC

Accusative

IE

Informal Ending

ADD

Additive

IMPER

Imperative

ANT

Anterior

INTENT

Intention

ATTR

Attributive

JUDG

Judgment

AUX

Auxiliary verb

LOC

Locative

CIRCUM

Circumstance

MOD

Modal Marker

COMM

Committal

NEG

Negation

COND

Conditional

NOM

Nominative

CONN

Connective

POL

Politeness Marker

COP

Copula

PROG

Progressive

CORREL

Correlative

PROP

Proposal

DIR

Directive

QUOT

Quotative

DM

Discourse Marker

RETROS

Retrospective

DUB

Dubitative

RM

Realization Marker

EXCL

Exclamation

TOP

Topic Marker

FR

Factual Realization

VOC

Vocative

HONOR

Honorific

